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BUSINESS PROBLEMS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

OUR GOALS

National Geographic is not the only organization
focusing on topics such as science, history, and

animals.

There is not enough positive sentiment
regarding the organization. Most engagement is
neutral which does not give incentive to donate

or subscribe to the organization.

Increase awareness and show that the
organization stands for more than just animals.

Increase positive engagement.

Highlight which posts perform the best, so the
organization can utilize those topics
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DATA OVERVIEW

Owned Data

Earned Data

Competition Data

The organization's Twitter page was analyzed
using Brandwatch from January 1, 2020 -
September 13, 2020. In total, there were

58,268 posts.

Twitter, Tumblr, and Reddit were analyzed.  In
total, there were 618,989 mentions.

Posts from National Geographic's top
competitors, Travel Channel and New

Scientist, were analyzed.
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KPIS

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Engagement on Twitter was used to
assess the organization and its
performance. Specifically, likes.
retweets, and other interactions

with the post were analyzed. 

KPI Goals
To determine the optimal post

length and hashtag use that spike
engagement

To increase the use of content that
spikes user engagement
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Continue utilizing Twitter, as this is the
platform that receives the most engagement.

Continue tweeting about animals,
particularly those featured in a video

medium.

Eliminate or lessen the use of hashtags. 

Take advantage of political turmoil to
attract new audiences but remain as neutral

as possible.

Consistent COVID-19 coverage will keep
engagement rates high. 

KEY INSIGHTS & RECOMMENDATIONS
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OWNED DATA: Twitter

JANUARY 1, 2020 -
SEPTEMBER 13, 2020

@NatGeo



QUESTIONS ADDRESSED

What type of content
generates the most
engagement? 

What type of media
generates the most
engagement? 

Do hashtags play a role
in engagement?
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TWITTER ENGAGEMENT

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYTICS
Twitter Handle: @NatGeo
Dates Analyzed: Jan 1, 2020 - Sept 13, 2020
Total voume: 58,268 posts

Key Insights

Media Engagement: While photos with an embedded link make
up the majority of National Geographic’s twitter feed, videos
receive a much higher engagement.
Content Engagement: It is evident that animal and environment
related content receive the most engagement.
Hashtag Engagement: Hashtags have similar engagement
rates. Prioritizing one hashtag over another has little to no
effect on follower reactions. 
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TWITTER ENGAGEMENT:
MEDIA TYPE

ACTIONABLE INSIGHT:
Video posts received more
engagement than posts
with images, photo
embedded links, and text-
only posts. Video posts
received 43.48% more
engagements than photos
with an embedded link.

RECOMMENDATION:
Scale back the number of
photo-embedded link posts
and focus more on video
posts in order to increase
overall engagement.  
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TWITTER ENGAGEMENT:
MEDIA CONTENTS

ACTIONABLE INSIGHT:
Posts containing animals and
the environment received the
most engagement out of all
other media contents. On
average, tweets with animals
got 68.79% more engagements
than tweets with technology.

RECOMMENDATION:
Continue creating animal
content and environment
content in order to
maintain the same levels
of engagement. 
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TWITTER ENGAGEMENT:
 HASHTAG TYPE

ACTIONABLE INSIGHT:
#sponsored posts receive the
most engagement, due to an
outlier post about Disney's
Mulan. Branded content received
the second most engagement
(ex: #BigCatWeek). "Other"
hashtags included #mfnp
(Murchison Falls National Park)
and #makereruniversity.
 

RECOMMENDATION:
Use hashtags sparingly.
Limit hashtags to trending
tags only in order to insert
Nat Geo into trending
conversation. Creating
more sponsored posts
could help increase overall
engagement.
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OWNED DATA: RECOMMENDATIONS

Continue to utilize posts
focusing on animals.

Partner with brands like
Disney to create sponsored

posts and hashtags.

Increase the number of video
posts. 
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NAT GEO EARNED DATA:
CROSS-PLATFORM

CONVERSATION

JANUARY 1, 2020 -
SEPTEMBER 13, 2020



QUESTIONS ADDRESSED

When do users typically
talk about the
organization?

What topics are users
discussing?

How is the conversation
different across
platforms?
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ACTIONABLE INSIGHT:
Most of the conversations across platforms are “neutral.”
However, positive and negative mentions predominantly focus
on climate change and Covid-19. For example, some people
believe the government should listen to scientists while others
do not, resulting in charged opinions across platforms.

NAT GEO CONVERSATION:
ORGANIZATION DATA

Dates Analyzed: Jan 1, 2020 - Sept 13, 2020
Mention Volume: 618,989
Platforms Used: Twitter (89.9%), Reddit: (9.5%), Tumblr (4.5%)

RECOMMENDATION:
The organization should post about political and
environmental issues as long as they keep its opinion
neutral and let users fuel opinionated commentary. 16



NAT GEO CONVERSATION:
 ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATION
EARNED DATA BY PLATFORM

Total Mentions: 415,379
Gender Breakdown: 46% Female, 54% Male
Highest Volume: Monday & Tuesday at 6pm

Total Mentions: 21,658
Gender Breakdown: 45% Female, 55% Male
Highest Volume: Thursday & Friday at 3pm

Total Mentions: 45,636
Gender Breakdown: 45% Female, 55% Male
Highest Volume: Saturdays at 1pm
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Across all platforms, more negative sentiment
appears when compared to positive sentiment.
This is most likely due to the fact certain topics
like Covid19 and BLM are negatively charged
subjects.



NAT GEO CONVERSATION:
 KEY INFLUENCERS 

Twitter

Reddit

Tumblr

Twitter's key
influencers reach
way more users.

The influencers are
involved in the

political
conversations. 
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NAT GEO CONVERSATION:
ORGANIZATION SPIKE ANALYSIS

(1) Week of February 11
A tweet shared by Shailja Patel

linked to a story about a
famous National Geographic

photo’s dark backstory

(2) Week of June 7
National Geographic was trending because of the

season premiere of Gordon Ramsay's 'Uncharted'. 
#Uncharted was mentioned almost 13,000 times.

(3) Week of August 13
National Geographic was trending
because they hosted a panel about
COVID-19 with Dr. Anthony Fauci.
A tweet about Nat Geo's stance on
BLM also was circulating that week.

ACTIONABLE INSIGHT:
Spikes in the conversation regarding
National Geographic occur and are
triggered by the political
atmosphere, historical events, and
celebrities. 

RECOMMENDATION:
The organization needs to take
advantage of worldly issues and
topics when relevant to its cause
and mission statement. 
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CONVERSATION ACROSS
PLATFORMS: COVID-19

(3) Week of April 22
The internet had a strong

response to President Trump
suggesting that injecting

bleach into the veins would
combat the coronavirus.

(2) Week of March 4
Obama publicly tweets about

protecting yourself and others
from the coronavirus just days

before states begin issuing
shelter in place orders.

(1) Week of February 27
The governor of Washington
State  tweets that Mike Pence

thanked him for his handling of
the coronavirus in  Washington

State

(1)

(DonnyMoscow19)

(Karadin)

(2)



CONVERSATION ACROSS
PLATFORMS: COVID-19 (cont.)

ACTIONABLE INSIGHT: Many
COVID-19 related posts across
platforms are opinionated and
politically charged. These types of
posts make up many of the negative
and positive topic posts. 
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RECOMMENDATION: National
Geographic should continue to cover
COVID-19 in a factual, non-biased
way in order to prevent contributing
to the poloarizing social landscape. 

(3)

(YeahItsKamran)

(borkthegee)

(omgstupendousbouquetbasement)



CONVERSATION ACROSS
PLATFORMS: CLIMATE CHANGE
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(1) Week of January 19
A video of a woman who

invented biodegradable plastic
got a lot of attention on Twitter 

(4) Week of September 13
Journalist Dan Rather

pointed about the
significance of the
California wildfires

(2) Week of April 22
Conversations about the

climate crisis spiked on Earth
Day as many reflected on the
work that needs to be done to

save the planet.

(3) Week of August 23
Elizabeth Warren tweets a

strong opinion about Donald
Trump's climate change

speculation. 

(1)

(4)

(Not-JoeBiden)



ACTIONABLE INSIGHT: Many
conversations about climate
change have a negative tone
and posts have the tendency
to cause anxiety.

CONVERSATION ACROSS PLATFORMS:
CLIMATE CHANGE (cont.)

 RECOMMENDATION:  
National Geographic should
highlight their efforts to
combat and educate others
about climate change in order
to provide a sense of calm. 
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(2)

(natasharxmanov)

(Webimpulse)

(3)



NAT GEO CONVERSATION: 
KEY ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
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Twitter generates the most engagement out
of these 3 platforms: Twitter,

Tumblr, Reddit.

More negative sentiment appears when
compared to positive sentiment. This is
most likely due to the fact certain topics like

Covid19, BLM, and climate change are
negatively charged subjects.

The content mentioning the organization
receives the most engagement if

posted about on Monday and Tuesday at
6pm.



NAT GEO CONVERSATION: 
RECOMMENDATIONS
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Because it is the platform that generates the
most engagement, the

organization should continue to utilize
Twitter.

The organization should post on Mondays
and Tuesdays at 6pm.

Make sure the organization has engaging,
relevant content to post even in

times when society is not politically and
socially charged.

Use caution when getting "involved" in the
politcal conversation.



NAT GEO
COMPETITION

ANALYSIS

JANUARY 1, 2020 -
SEPTEMBER 13, 2020



When are our competitors
predominantly posting? 

What are our competitors
talking about that we are not? 

What are our competitors
posting about that receives a
spike in engagement? 

QUESTIONS ADDRESSED
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

New
Scientist

Travel
Channel

Nat
Geo

Volume: 77,981 posts
Average RTs Per Post: 20
Average Likes Per Post:
97
Optimal Post Time: 
Tuesday at 6 am
Top Hashtag by
Engagement: covid19
Most Engaging Post Type:
Text
Most Frequent Post
Type: Text (88%)

Volume: 24,897 posts
Average RTs Per Post:
16
Average Likes Per Post:
122
Optimal Post Time: 
Friday at 10 am
Top Hashtag by
Engagement:
destinationfear,
mostterrifying, trvlbigfoot
Most Engaging Post
Type: Text
Most Frequent Post
Type: Text (69%)

Volume: 58,268 posts
Average RTs Per Post: 89
Average Likes Per Post:
593
Optimal Post Time: 
Friday at 10pm
Top Hashtag by
Engagement: covid19,
wildlifeconservationday,
pearlharbor79
Most Engaging Post Type:
Text
Most Frequent Post Type:
Text (61%)
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ACTIONALABLE INSIGHTS

RECOMMENDATION

NatGeo’s followers engage with its content the
most, when compared to its competitors.

Top hashtags engaged with pertain to specific
events and days.

NatGeo should continue to utilize Twitter
and post on the weekends about content
that pertains to specific events and worldly
topics like Covid19.
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NatGeo tweets about worldly issues while
competition focuses more so on their
programming.



APPENDIX

Organization Data

@nationalgeographic OR "National Geographic" OR
"National Geographic Channel" OR "Nat Geo"

Topic Data
"science magazine" OR "science article" OR geography OR

geology OR wildlife OR oceans OR "climate change" OR ((Climate
Change") AND "national geographic") OR (exploration AND

travel) OR "history & culture" OR science OR "wildlife watch" OR
"pet stories" OR "weird & wild stories" OR "animal facts &

pictures" OR "race in america" OR "support our mission" OR
((covid OR covid-19 OR #COVID19 OR coronavirus OR

#coronavirus) AND "national geographic")
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Competition Data

@newscientist OR "new scientist" OR @travelchannel OR
"travel channel" OR @discovery OR "discovery channel"


